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TAYLOR MADE PRODUCTS TO SHOWCASE SOLAR LED LIGHTING
AT IBEX 2016
GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y. – Oct. 4, 2016 – At the 2016 International BoatBuilders’
Exhibition and Conference (IBEX), Taylor Made Products will be displaying an array of new
Taylorbrite Solar LED Lighting solutions mainly targeted towards use on decks and boat docks.
One offering for Taylorbrite Solar LED Lighting consists of a motion sensor post and
overhead lights. These lights turn on automatically at sunset. The light is at a constant dim
setting until motion triggers the light to brighten. At the dim setting the lights sit at a warm light
giving off 10LM, and when activated by motion, they brighten to 100LM.
Taylorbrite Solar Dock and Deck lights consist of a dock light that runs up to 8 hours and
gives off three colors: blue, green, and white. The aluminum dock light is the most industrial and
durable light we produce. It is built for the elements and provides safety with its reflecting ends
and LED lighting. The Solar LED Dock and Deck Light is easy to install and built for the
weather. It turns on and off automatically at dusk and dawn and shines in bright white,
candlelight, and blue.
Taylorbrite Solar Recessed Wired Light Set and Extension Pack are designed to brighten
the edge of your dock space. The 1”-diameter light provides your dock with a clean, flush look.
The extension pack consists of three lights and provides a longer distance of lighting. The
Recessed Wired Light Set and Extension Pack are designed to easily install and provide safe
light while walking on the dock at night.
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Taylorbrite Solar Surface Mounted Light Set is the same style and function of our
recessed wired light set, but with no holes to drill. The surface mount is only ½”-tall, and the side
mounted wires allow for a clean appearance.
“Taylor Made developed Taylorbrite Solar LED Lighting as an energy efficient way to
help improve night vision while on decks or boat docks,” said David Karpinski, vice president of
sales and marketing for Taylor Made Products. “Each of these Taylorbrite lighting solutions not
only enhances safety and color for any dock, but they are also beautiful, elegant, and, perhaps
most importantly, a green solution.”
About Taylor Made Products
Taylor Made Products (www.taylormadeproducts.com), a member of Taylor Made
Group, LLC, is one of the largest and most innovative suppliers of marine aftermarket products,
including buoys, fenders, boat covers, bimini tops, dock products, flags, pennants and hardware.
About Taylor Made Group
Headquartered in Gloversville, N.Y., Taylor Made Group, LLC operates thirteen
facilities in the United States, the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom — with additional
licensed affiliates in Australia, New Zealand, and Poland. In business for over 100 years, the
Group is one of the recreational marine industry’s leading and most diversified suppliers —
additionally providing products to numerous other industries, including agriculture, construction,
mass transit, emergency, utility, and off-road vehicle builders, as well as the golf industry,
automotive industry, and more. Employing over 1,000 associates, The Taylor Made Group
distributes its products through a worldwide distribution network.
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